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I meant to do my work today.
But a brown bird sang in the apple tree,
And a butterfly flitted across the field,
And all the leaves were calling me.
Richard Le Gallienne
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Curcuma Plants
Have you ever considered growing curcuma plants? Curcumas love our warm humid
climate and sunny skies. Probably the most well-known curcuma is turmeric, Curcuma
longa. That was my first venture into the species. It started innocently enough. I was grocery
shopping at a local natural food store and came across some fresh turmeric rhizomes.
Thinking a tasty curry would be great for dinner, I bought a handful. I cooked a few in the
curry but had bought way too many. Initially I intended to freeze the rest but then decided to
try my luck at growing my own. It was easy! But I warn you, it is a gateway plant. Once you
start growing one curcuma, you will be addicted and wanting more!
But before we go any further, let me say that there are many
plants out there called curcuma, or “turmeric” plants. Not all of
them are edible (or palatable) and not all are Curcuma longa. I
currently have three different curcuma varieties, two of which I
use strictly as ornamentals. I have the yellow-orange turmeric, or
Curcuma longa, that I use in cooking.
The next curcuma rhizome I bought at the Covington Farmer’s
Market. I was told it was white turmeric, or Curcuma zedoaria.
It has a rhizome that looks similar to the yellow-orange turmeric,
(Curcuma longa), except in color. Curcuma zedoaria rhizomes
are white and NOT bright yellow to orange. At the time of
purchase I thought, “Great! I can buy this white turmeric and
when I use it to cook, it will not stain everything it touches!”
Alas, after cooking with it, I found it had a bitter flavor. Nothing
like the bright yellow-orange turmeric rhizome. So, although
edible, it is not tasty. I now keep this plant as an ornamental.
Curcuma ginger
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Then, thirdly, I received a gift
plant bought at a big box store and
labelled "Curcuma ginger". While
its leaves and flowers resemble the
C. longa and C. zedoaria varieties,
the root structures are very
different. I can find no
documentation on-line that it is
edible. Neither have I been able to
confirm its botanical name. By the
way, it does not smell like ginger
or turmeric.
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Curcuma longa
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Curcuma zedoaria
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Three different rhizomes
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Curcuma Plants, continued
Curcuma as an ornamental
All three of my curcuma plants are members of the Zingiberaceae,
or ginger, family. In the spring the oblong or lanceolate-shaped
leaves of these plants emerge from the soil. The leaves are similar
in appearance to canna leaves with an average growth height of
about three feet tall.

Photo by J Blazek

All three varieties produce
beautiful white to yellow-orange
flowers surrounded by waxy pale
green, white or purple brachts.
Some of the individual brachts
have pinkish purple tips. The
bracht stem can be cut and will last
well over a week in water in a
vase. Left on the plant, the bracht
and flower structure will last a
month or so. Like most plants, if
you dead head the bracht stalk
once it begins to discolor and wilt,
the plant will produce many more
flowers.

Caring for Curcuma Plants

Image from Homesteadandchill.com
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Curcumas grow well in USDA zones 8 through 10 either in the ground or in a container. They like
at least six hours of sunlight. If left in full shade, they may not flower. During our hot August
days, I place my curcuma pots where they can get morning sun but be in full to partial shade in the
afternoon to avoid sun scorched leaves. Monthly use of an all-purpose fertilizer will keep the
leaves lush and the flowers abundant.
The plants prefer rich well-drained soil, not soggy conditions. Water the plant when the topsoil
feels dry but is still slightly moist to touch several inches into the soil. July, August and most of
September, my curcuma plants are watered every day using a timer, or natural rain. Start watering
in spring and continue through fall until all the leaves die back and the plant becomes dormant. I
give the dormant plant a spritz of water every other week until I am ready to dig up the rhizomes
and re-pot them.
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Curcuma Plants, continued
Curcuma in late fall
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A hard freeze will kill the rhizomes. If they are planted in the
ground, it is a good idea to dig them up before the first freeze.
If in a container, bring indoors. You can dig them up as soon as
the leaves die back in the fall. But I usually leave the rhizomes
in the pot until January when I am ready to re-pot. Some
gardening experts recommend digging them up and storing the
rhizomes in sand or peat moss. I have lots of critters and
wildlife who co-habitate this property with me. I do not want to
make it easy for them to find my turmeric. So, I leave the
rhizomes in the dirt, in the pot until ready to re-pot. I put the
container in my greenhouse if the temperature drops below
freezing.

In late winter I un-earth the C. longa and C. zedoaria rhizomes,
break them apart into two to three inches long fingers. Each
finger should have two or three nubs. Some of these nubs may
have already started to sprout. Before re-potting, allow the
fingers to dry, or harden for a few days, to reduce the chance of
rotting. I usually put several C. longa rhizomes aside to be
cleaned and placed in my freezer for future recipes.
Curcuma ginger
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The root structures of the curcuma
ginger (the one from the big box
store) do not like to dry out. So
that variety I re-pot right away (left
photo).
I give the re-potted rhizomes a
sprinkling of water every couple of
days, depending on whether I turn
the heater on (when the outdoor
temperature dips too low I have a
heater in the greenhouse).

Curcuma longa
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Curcuma longa

Re-potting Curcuma Rhizomes
Fill your container with soil until almost full. Lay the fingers
of rhizomes flat (or nubs up) four inches apart in a five-gallon
container. Then cover them with about an inch or two of
potting soil. I leave the pots in my greenhouse until the threat
Photo by J Blazek
of freezing temperatures has passed. Water every few days.
Remember: moist but not soggy! Once there is no longer the
threat of a freeze, my curcuma pots are placed in full sun. When shoots appear in the spring, I
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begin watering more frequently.

Curcuma Plants, continued

Cooking with Curcuma longa
Turmeric, C. longa, is the delicious yellow spice that has
been used in cooking for 4000 years. It is sometimes called
Indian saffron. It has also been called the hand of Buddha
because of the rhizome's resemblance to a hand with
fingers. Turmeric is also a USDA-approved natural food
colorant. The new growth young rhizomes are pale yellow
to bright orange, while older rhizomes are scaly and
brown. So, pick out some bright yellow-orange rhizomes
for the kitchen.

new rhizomes

old rhizome
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Store bought turmeric is usually rhizomes that were dried and powdered. Sometimes, though,
you may be lucky and find fresh ones like I did. Both can be used in cooking. You can slowly
dry your rhizomes and then place them in a spice grinder to make into a powder. That seems
like a lot of trouble, though. The fresh (or frozen) rhizomes can easily be chopped or grated
and added to stews, soups, smoothies, and curries. Or try brewing up a cup of turmeric tea.
You are probably most familiar with using the
rhizomes in cooking, but all parts of the yellow
turmeric plant, Curcuma longa, are edible:
leaves, flowers, and rhizomes. The leaves have a
neutral scent when fresh. When cut, pounded, or
chewed, the leaves release a distinctive tart
flavor, like a combination of mint and ginger.
When cooked, the leaves impart a floral,
pungent, gingery flavor. In India, the leaves are
Image from sixtyandme.com
known as Haldi or Manjal leaves and are
commonly used in curries, soups, chutneys, or
prepared as pickles. The leaves can also be used to wrap fish which are then steamed or grilled.
A kitchen tip: use gloves and an apron when cutting the orange turmeric rhizomes for recipes.
The raw rhizomes will stain your hands, clothes, and cutting board. I once blended a piece in
my Vita-mix and the plastic bowl was bright yellow for several months. The yellow
discoloration finally did fade out with use and washings. When un-earthing and splitting the
rhizomes for re-planting, regular garden gloves will suffice.
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Curcuma Plants, continued
Turmeric: a Medicinal Herb
Turmeric, Curcuma longa, has also been used as a Ayurvedic and Chinese medicinal herb for over
4500 years. The active medicinal chemical in the plant is curcumin which is also the part that
makes the rhizome yellow-orange. It is an antioxidant and anti-inflammatory. There is some
evidence that curcumin may be effective in short-term use, two to three months, for several
inflammatory conditions. Long-term medicinal use, efficacy, and safety has not been determined in
western medicine. As a naturally occurring component in food, turmeric is safe to use in cooking.
Curcumin, both as a pill and occurring naturally in food, is poorly absorbed in the blood stream. To
enhance its absorption, pepper should be added when curcumin is consumed. In medicinal doses
(in pill or capsule form) curcumin can interact with many drugs, including drugs to treat diabetes,
lipid disorders, clotting disorders, hypertension, infections, and more. Always consult your
healthcare provider before starting any over-the-counter medication: natural, herbal, or otherwise.
I will be honest with you. I started growing turmeric to save
money and because fresh turmeric was hard to find in most
grocery stores. Truth be told, I do not cook with turmeric that
often … just an occasional curry, smoothie, or tea. I grow
curcuma plants now because they are beautiful, especially
when blooming. And because they are so easy ... not fussy.
Just give them a lot of sun and a little water and you will be
rewarded with a beautiful garden focal point. Curcuma plants
love our warm humid climate and sunny skies and you will
love them!
Save a spot for curcuma plants in your garden!
References:
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https://www.plantdelights.com/blogs/articles/curcuma-longa-turmeric-plant-zedoaria-ginger
https://www.webmd.com/vitamins/ai/ingredientmono-662/turmeric
www.britannica.com/plant/turmeric. Accessed January 23, 2022
https://gardenerspath.com/plants/herbs/growing-turmeric/
https://homesteadandchill.com/how-to-grow-turmeric/
https://naturalmedicines.therapeuticresearch.com
https://www.nccih.nih.gov/health/turmeric
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Jamie Blazek
Master Gardener
Vegucator
Editor, The Gardengoer

A Tale of Garden Beds & Garden Labels
My paternal great grandfather was a farmer, as was his daughter. He grew cotton to sell. He also
grew food to feed his family during the Great Depression. My grandmother told me stories of
picking cotton and making clothing from old cotton sugar bags. Later in life, when she had her own
garden in New Orleans, she grew figs, pecans, yellow squash, tomatoes, green beans, and cucumber.
Beautiful crepe myrtles lined her street. Hydrangeas dotted her garden, and African violets filled her
sun room. When she moved to our neighborhood on the north shore, she continued to grow
vegetables. She amended her garden soil with the cow patties that my siblings and I would gather
from the pasture at the edge of the neighborhood. We also helped her water and harvest the
vegetables. It was only a matter of time before I also became a gardener.
When we built our house on a lot with good sun exposure, I started my first lasagna/square foot
garden. I combined the techniques of authors Patricia Lanza (Lasagna Gardening) and Mel
Bartholomew (All New Square Foot Gardening). My garden bed stood 18 to 24 inches tall and was
made up of multiple layers that decomposed while the plants grew on top (the Lasagna technique).
It was a no-dig garden bed measuring four feet by four feet (the square foot gardening technique).
After outgrowing this, my husband got some landscaping timbers to build a bigger bed.
This next bed lasted a bit longer than the first, but
eventually the wood started to rot. I needed more
space to plant, as well. A few years ago, we
remodeled the garden bed once again. Now the
garden area is approximately 18 feet by 24 feet
with about 320 square feet of planting area. The
outer edge is constructed of two layers of cinder
blocks, a series of 4 x 4 wood posts placed
vertically, and 2 x 4 boards placed horizontally.

Chicken wire was secured from the top of the
cinder blocks to the upper edges of the top
horizontal boards. There is a gate on one end
that opens to a square-paver pathway running
the length of the garden. I can easily roll in a
wheel barrel filled with mulch, compost, or soil.
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A Tale of Garden Beds & Garden Labels, continued

The pathway is edged with
cinder blocks with the open
side up. That allows me to
plant flowers and herbs in
the block openings.

The two halves of the garden, on either
side of the pathway, are sub-divided in
half again by single rows of cinder
blocks which also serve as small
planters for herbs and flowers. This
gives me four large areas in which to
plant and rotate crops each season. For
two years, I used traditional rows in
these large rectangular areas.
Last year I redesigned three of the four areas, so
I could reach the entire bed from a small foot
path. Each rectangle is now divided into a ushaped area and a smaller, rectangular area with
the small foot path between them. The u-shaped
areas are approximately three feet long and 18 to
24 inches deep. This gives the plant roots more
area to grow with less trampling by me and
fewer crawfish holes popping up within the
garden. So far, this garden is better suited for
planting, easier to amend, and still easy to rotate.
I did not have to dismantle the cinder blocks or
the wood to make these changes. I used a broad fork and shovel to dig the new beds. Then lined
the smaller pathways with sand and pine needles.
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A Tale of Garden Beds & Garden Labels, continued

Labeling plants in my garden has also changed
over the years. I started with paint sticks, which
faded very quickly.

I tried metal plant stakes with two different
labeling systems.
None of these labels lasted very long, so
recently I decided to use bricks. Finding
inspiration on the internet, I came up with
some cute ideas.
As master gardeners we know that in
gardening there is always the next project. I
think mine might be a melon patch.
Good luck with yours.

Danielle Daigle
Master Gardener
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Feeding The Pollinators In Winter

This is a short video of my January garden and the rationale for not removing the remnants
of fall vegetable and flower plants. Bolting winter crops provide much needed forage for
pollinators when spring seems a long way off. Plenty of butterflies, bees and other
pollinators are harvesting meals from my bolting winter garden.

Link to video:

https://vimeo.com/679501561

Password to video link: bolting

Photo by J Blazek

Photo by J Blazek

Jim Bates
Master Gardener
Vegucator
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STMGA Beautifies The Entranceway Of
Florida Parishes Junvenile Detention Center
The FPJDC committee of the St. Tammany Parish Master Gardener Association was recently asked
to consider beautifying a space at the front entranceway of the Florida Parishes Juvenile Detention
Center. We were honored they thought our program with the youth was successful enough to reach
out to us regarding this space. The youth who had worked with us, and had also reached the highest
level within the FPJDC program, participated in the revitalization project.
The FPJDC asked for year-round color with minimal
maintenance to replace the sad looking Dusty Miller
leftover from summertime. Melanie Edwards put out the
word for anyone thinning their garden to please save us
some plants. She received liriope, monkey grass, iris,
and more. Dr. James Briggs purchased several drift roses
that stay in bloom through the winter. Junie Louise Dill
brought in seasonal color with pansies that can be
changed out come late spring.

The young men did most of the work. The master gardeners
supervised and educated them about turning the soil, removing
the weeds, blending in compost, and finally the new planting
and mulch application. It was a great effort by all involved
especially the youth, the guards, and the maintenance staff.
We all enjoyed the time beautifying the space. FPJDC gave us
permission to place a newly created St. Tammany Master
Gardener Association sign there. Overall, this project has been
a great partnership between the master gardeners, the youth,
and the leadership staff of the FPJDC.

Next up … enjoying the fruits of our labor in
the winter garden and starting our summer
garden transplants. Stay tuned.
Christine Foster
Master Gardener
FPJDC Committee Chair
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Anna's Choice:
A Yellow-berried Yaupon

Photo by M Pierce

Anna’s Choice is a yaupon with yellow berries. It is a native shrub/tree. This yaupon
holly, Ilex vomitoria, produces loads of golden berries instead of the more common
red. Although quite showy, it is much like other yaupons when it comes to planting
requirements. It tends to produce an overabundance of berries.
This particular plant was purchased at a sale from a grower that specializes in natives. I
bought it not only because it is an unusual native shrub; but also because it tolerates
soil that is almost always damp. In addition, I love it because the berries attract birds
who love to eat them as they rest on the branches. The plant makes such a satisfying
showpiece in my garden.

Monica Pierce
Master Gardener
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Using Natural Dyes To Color Eggs
There is historical evidence that the Persians were dying eggs over 2,500 years ago to celebrate
the vernal equinox. Eggs were a symbol of re-birth and fertility. Dying them bright colors
symbolized spring’s return and flowers blooming. Today egg dying has become a spring tradition
at Easter time for many families. Of course, there are many commercial kits that can be
purchased. But did you know it is very easy to make safe, edible, natural dyes with ingredients
that are already found in your garden and kitchen? Vegetable peels, fruit juices, and certain spices
make beautiful dyes. Add just a little splash of vinegar to the solution to allow the eggshell to pick
up the hue. Voila! Colored eggs! It is how our grandparents dyed their eggs. We just lost the
formulas over time. Think about it this way: any food that will stain your clothes, will dye eggs.
Here are some easy recipes to try out. Remember, though,
natural dyes take a little longer to impart their colors. It
will take 30-60 minutes of soaking in the solution to get
pale hues and several hours to overnight to get deeper
colors.
First step:
Hard boil your eggs. White eggs will give you brighter
colors but using brown or green eggs will also give you
some beautiful results. Just choose the color you want
from the following list. In most cases you will only need
water, vinegar and one other ingredient to make the
solution. The dye solution recipes follow this list of
colors.

Image from familyspice.com

The Colors
Pink to light red: red wine (undiluted); or one of the following, fresh beets (grated), cranberries,
red radishes chopped, fresh or frozen raspberries, the skins from 7 red onions.
yellow or white onion skins (from 7 onions)
Yellow:
Light yellow:
orange peel, or carrots, or celery seeds, or ground cumin
Bright yellow:
turmeric (3 tablespoons ground or 1 cup of fresh root shredded)
Brown:
dark brewed tea
Beige-brown:
strong brewed coffee
Brown-orange:
chili powder, or three tea bags
Orange:
paprika, or yellow onion skins (from 7 onions) plus 1 cup dark brewed tea
Green:
fresh spinach mashed or pureed
Green-gold:
yellow Delicious apple peels
Blue:
whole blueberries (fresh or frozen); or purple cabbage leaves; or undiluted
blueberry juice
Gray:
purple or red grape juice undiluted
Lavender:
red zinger tea (one bag per cup of water)
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Using Natural Dyes To Color Eggs, continued
Recipes Using Vegetable Or Fruit To Make The Dye Solution:
Place 1 ½ cups of the organic material (berries, pulp, or skins) into a
saucepan. Enamel, glass, or Teflon pot is best. An aluminum, iron,
or copper pot may discolor the dye solution. Cover the organics
with 2 cups of water. Slowly simmer for about 30 minutes. Let cool.
Strain the solids out, reserving the liquid. The solids can be added to
your compost pile. Place 1 teaspoon of white distilled vinegar into
the cooled dye solution. Vinegar will help the eggshell pick up the
dye. Pour the solution into a glass container, such as a wide-mouth
mason jar. The cooled solution can be used immediately or stored in
your refrigerator for a few days. When you are ready to start the dye
process, simply place the boiled eggs in the solution until the
desired hue is obtained. A pale color may take an hour. Deeper
colors can be obtained by leaving the egg in the solution overnight.
If you plan on leaving the egg in the solution more than an hour or
two, place the container in your refrigerator.

Image from thekitchen.com

Using Spices Or Dried Tea Leaves To Make The Dye Solution:
Place 3 tablespoons of the desired spice (or 2
teabags) and 2 cups of water into a non-reactive
saucepan. Bring to a simmer for 30 minutes. Let the
solution cool, then strain out any solids. Place 1
teaspoon of white distilled vinegar into the cooled
dye solution. Pour the solution into a glass
container, such as a wide-mouth mason jar. The
cooled solution can be used immediately or stored
in your refrigerator for a few days. When you are
ready to start the dye process, simply place the
Image from familyspice.com
boiled eggs into the solution until the desired hue is
obtained. A pale color may take an hour. Deeper
colors can be obtained be leaving the egg in the solution overnight. If you plan on leaving the egg
in the solution more than an hour or two, place the container in your refrigerator.
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Using Natural Dyes To Color Eggs, continued
Using Undiluted Wine, Fruit Juice, Brewed Tea, Brewed Coffee To Make The Dye Solution:
This is the easiest of all dying methods. Simply put 2 cups of the desired coloring liquid a glass
container, such as a wide-mouth mason jar. Add 1 teaspoon of distilled white vinegar. Then place
the hardboiled egg into the solution. Leave in the solution until the desired hue is obtained. A pale
color may take an hour. Deeper colors can be obtained by leaving the egg in the solution
overnight. If you plan on leaving the egg in the solution more than an hour or two, place the
container in your refrigerator.
A Few More Decorating Tips
Carefully take the eggs out of the solution with a spoon and place
on a plate to dry. Touching or rubbing the egg while still wet may
remove some dye.
After it has dried, place a drop or two of vegetable oil on the dyed
eggshell and gently rub to give it a shiny appearance.
Before placing the egg in the dye solution, use a white candle to
write or draw on the egg. Where you have written or drawn no
dye will be absorbed. A child’s initials can personalize the egg.

Photo by J Blazek

Before placing the egg in the dye solution, wrap a rubber band or two around it. The area under the
rubber band will not pick up the dye. To get a two-toned effect, place an egg in a dye solution for an
hour or so. Then take it out and let it dry, then place rubber bands on the egg and return it to a dye
solution (same or different color). Leave for several hours or overnight.
Crack the eggshell before placing it into the dye
solution. After dying and peeling you will get a
beautifully mottled egg white to stuff or add to
your salad.
And do not worry … you are using food and
spices to dye. The dye solutions are so safe you
could drink the whole jar. May taste funny,
though, with that vinegar in there!
Photos by J Blazek
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Using Natural Dyes To Color Eggs, continued

If you are dying eggs with a preschooler and want to give them
a quicker result, try letting them “paint” the egg with a fresh
blueberry or raspberry. Like finger paints, it is a hands-on
experience. Do not forget the plastic apron, though. It will be a
messy experiment. And remember … whatever dyes eggs, can
dye clothes. But that’s why you bought Oxiclean, right?
So, try some natural dyes this spring for your Easter eggs. It is
easy, fun, and healthier than most commercial dye kits. And
you probably have most of the ingredients already in the
kitchen or garden. Experiment with other foods and spices: if it
stains your fingers or dishtowels, it will probably dye eggshells.

Image from mygorgeousrecipes.com

BTW … for all those quilters out there, using a slightly different recipe most of these
ingredients will also work on cotton, silk, and wool fabrics!
References
https://www.allrecipes.com/article/natural-easter-egg-dyes/
https://familyspice.com/natural-food-dyes-easter-eggs/
https://www.mygorgeousrecipes.com/naturally-dyed-eastereggs/
https://www.thekitchn.com/how-to-make-vibrant-naturallydyed-easter-eggs-holiday-projects-from-the-kitchn-112957
https://www.goodhousekeeping.com/holidays/easter-ideas/
how-to/a31737/natural-easter-egg-dyes/
Jamie Blazek
Master Gardener
Vegucator
Editor, The Gardengoer
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Using Mulch In The Landscape
A walk through the late winter landscape in South
Louisiana leaves one longing for green color. The
leaves of deciduous trees and shrubs cover the
ground like the forest floor. Which brings an
interesting observation into focus. One of the most
common of springtime chores involves covering the
bare soil of flowerbeds and other landscape areas
with a mulch product. Ever wondered where that
idea came from? That’s right, the forest floor.
Image from Louisianasportsman.com

Mother Nature lays down new mulch each year with fallen leaves. Think about it as you walk
through a wooded section of property. Nobody rakes those leaves up. The leaves cover and
protect the topsoil until eventually they breakdown and disappear to replenish soil with recycled
nutrients. It is a completely natural process that has been happening on planet Earth for eternity.
Mulch is a layer of material that is used to cover the soil surface. It protects the soil and all its
inhabitants from a variety of environmental stresses. Take a deeper look into how adding mulch
can benefit the home landscape.
Weed Management
A mulch layer suppresses weeds by blocking light to the soil surface. Mulch should be applied
prior to weed germination and growth for this benefit to occur. Some mulch materials are less
dense than others and should be applied at a heavier rate. Keep in mind that the mulch material
must block sunlight from reaching the soil surface. Some mulches will decompose at a faster
rate. A faster decomposing mulch product may need to be reapplied several times over the year.
Moisture Retention
Mulches help to prevent evaporation of water from the soil. This can be extremely beneficial to
soils with good drainage or too much drainage. It is the same concept previously mentioned for
weed management. By preventing sunlight from reaching the soil, the upper surface of soil does
not to heat up and create water vapor. Conserving water in soil provides more water for plants
and supports a variety of soil microbes.
Temperature Moderation
To expand on the same concept, if the soil surface is shaded from direct sun light it will not heat
up the soil particles and increase the overall soil temperature. This is one of the major ways
soils can buffer themselves from extreme environmental conditions.
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Using Mulch In The Landscape, continued
Soil Fertility
Soil fertility is the ability of a soil to sustain plant growth by providing essential plant nutrients and
favorable chemical, physical, and biological characteristics as a habitat for plant growth. The
bottom mulch layer will naturally start to decompose and eventually become part of the soil below.
This will replenish the soil with plant nutrients and organic matter. Soil microbes are heavily
involved with decomposition, and you can keep them going strong by adding another mulch layer a
few times throughout the year.
Soil Structure
As the bottom layer of mulch breaks down, it releases the products of decomposition into the soil
below. This addition of organic matter helps to create porosity in the soil profile which increases
gas exchange, water percolation, and reduces resistance to plant roots. The mulch layer also acts as
a physical barrier to a heavy blow from rain events. Essentially, mulch prevents and protects the
soil from compaction.
Disease Control
Commercial vegetable growers understand this benefit, and homeowners are starting to catch on as
well. When dealing with plant pathogens that can survive in the soil, having a layer in between the
soil and the plants can help prevent infection. One of the main ways a pathogen makes its way into
a plant is through splashing water during a rainstorm. A mulch layer provides a physical barrier to
prevent that from happening.
Applying Mulch
The general recommendation is to apply a two-to-three-inch layer of mulch around the base of
trees, shrubs, and bedding plants. After settling, add additional mulch as needed throughout the
year. Aim to always have this two-to-three-inch layer of mulch.
Mulching too deep can cause negative effects. Mulch layers of six inches or more can promote
rooting in the mulch layer. Over time this can make plants more susceptible to drought conditions.
Mulching high on the trunks or trees and shrubs can also cause unfavorable results. You might have
heard the term “volcano mulching” on social media platforms. Remember that mulches insulate and
retain moisture. Volcano mulching creates a humid environment directly around the plant’s crown.
This can lead to several issues but will ultimately result in plant decline and failure.
When working around trees, bring the mulch layer out to the tree’s drip line or the outer edge of the
canopy. If you want to maintain the entire drip zone of a mature tree, then aim for at least an eightfoot diameter area around the tree. Keep in mind that in a forest environment, a tree’s root system
can extend well beyond the drip line and the natural mulch layer would extend across the entire
forest floor.
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Using Mulch In The Landscape, continued
Types of Mulch
Today you will find a multitude of different mulches. Use any of the organic mulch products to
accomplish your goals. There are many different textures and colors of mulch products. Everyone
can find exactly what works in their landscape. Below are a few options that can be found at your
local garden center.
Pine bark mulch is a by-product of the timber industry. As
pine trees are harvested and sent to the sawmill for
processing, one of the first steps is to remove the bark
from the tree. Once removed, it becomes a waste product
that is sold to distributors and is made into either mulch
products or potting soil ingredients. Pine bark is a popular
option for mulching landscapes today.
Pine needle mulch is the most popular option used in the Florida parishes because it can be found
everywhere due to our ubiquitous loblolly pine. Pine straw can be purchased from a retailer, or it
can be hand harvested from local trees. When using pine straw, initially apply a six-to-eight-inch
layer of pine needles. Over time it will compress down to the recommended three-inch layer.
Another mulch product that can be hand-harvested
is fallen leaves. This is an obvious choice because
fallen leaves create the natural mulch layer found in
the forest environment. Leaves from deciduous trees
make excellent mulch especially when they can be
collected from the same property.

Fallen leaf mulch in a blueberry field
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Cow Oak Leaf Mulch

Using Mulch In The Landscape, continued
Hardwood chips are commonly used in mulch
products, and some are even sprayed with a
colored dye to match specific landscape themes.
These are food grade dyes and are safe to use
around the home. However, one downside to
using these dyed mulches is that they fade over
time and may need to be reapplied to keep the
maximum effect. You can also use wood chips
left over from stump grinding, but only after
they have been aged. You can age wood chips
by piling them up and then letting them sit for
at least six months. Turn the pile over a few
times to speed up the process.

There are many mulch products available
today. I have only mentioned a few in
this short article. Your local garden
center will carry several more options.
Find something that suits your aesthetic
taste and gardening needs. Get ready to
start mulching your landscape beds.

Will Afton
County Agent
LSU AgCenter
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Lee Road School Garden Project
On February 12, 2022, the St. Tammany Master
Gardener Association Committee for the Lee Road
School garden gathered for a workday. We enjoyed
getting together in the sunshine. It was a beautiful day.

The master gardeners from left to right:
Lyn Monteleone, Rodney Cross, Betty Porter,
Dianne Bilbo and Karla Partridge.
Our school garden is growing daffodils, cabbage,
Brussel sprouts, spinach, mustard greens, carrots,
kale, dinosaur kale, and parsley.

Lyn Monteleone
Master Gardener
Lee Road School Garden, chair
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2022 Northshore Garden & Plant Sale

Flowers, Plants, Food Trucks, Raffles, Fun and much more. Are you getting excited about the
2022 Plant Sale? Remember the timing of our event has changed this year. It will be held Friday,
April 22, and Saturday, April 23, 2022 from 9:00 am to 4:00 pm at the St. Tammany Parish
Fairgrounds. The committee chairs have been working hard on this year’s Plant Sale. However,
to make this event a smashing success, we need YOU to help us advertise the Plant Sale to
family and friends and to schedule time yourself to peruse the booths and purchase items.
Your first chance to volunteer will be Thursday, April 21, 2022, from 9:00 am to 6:00 pm.
Please plan to attend to welcome our vendors and to mingle with your fellow master gardeners.
Our newly formed Set Up + Take Down committee, led by Paula Brown, has a list of tasks to
ensure that we are organized and efficient! Please consider signing up for a designated time, but
as in years past, we will not turn anyone away. We especially need volunteers to be there later in
the afternoon to help unload late arriving vendors. Also, we will be hosting a reception for the
vendors and our master gardeners at 4:00 pm Thursday, April 21, 2022. And don’t forget about
Take Down. We need volunteers to help take everything down after 4:00 pm on Saturday (and
you get double hours for staying.)
The publicity committee is busy getting the word out through newspaper ads and articles,
through the Advocate and Fox 8 online platforms, radio spots, calendars, Facebook, STMGA
website and the Causeway signs. But we need your help! The number one advertisement for the
Plant Sale is you, our master gardeners. Please tell your family and friends, your garden clubs,
your book clubs, and neighbors. Send the flyer to people you know and post it on your Facebook
page. If you took flyers and a poster at the meeting, please distribute them to businesses around
the area.
We will have a hospitality area with coffee, water, and snacks for the vendors and Master
Gardener volunteers. If you would like to bring snacks, please sign up at our next membership
meeting or contact Debra Melancon or Barbara Briggs. They will want to know what type of
snacks and when you plan to bring them to the event.
A big thank you to all who propagated plants for the Backyard Plant booth. Just a few more
weeks and you can clear them out! Plants are to be delivered to the Backyard Plant booth on
Thursday, April 21 from 1:00pm - 5:00pm or Friday morning before the show. Please do not
place plants on the tables. The booth volunteers will do this.
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2022 Northshore Garden & Plant Sale, continued
Will has lined up a terrific slate of speakers to expand our gardening knowledge. The topics
include:
•
Macro-Money with Micro-Greens
•
Edible Landscaping
•
Common Landscape Diseases
•
Weed Control in Lawns and Flowerbeds
•
LSU AgCenter Hemp Program
•
Storm Water Management
•
Native Plants and The Louisiana Certified Habitat Program
•
Selecting and Planting Landscape Trees
We have an incredibly diverse set of topics to peak interest. Which of these topics interest you
the most? In addition to the scheduled speakers, Mimi Padgett is working on getting several
table talks during each shift. Please plan to volunteer, attend, and learn from all of our speakers
and master gardeners who share their knowledge.
There will be a sign up sheet for volunteers at the March membership meeting. Check out MoM
each Monday for the list of areas that still need help. Please contact Julie Deus
(juliedeus6@gmail.com) directly or sign up for any open positions at our next membership
meeting on March 16, 2022.
If you are in the Class of 2021, please be sure to get your green volunteer badge holders at the
March or April membership meeting. If you can not pick it up at one of the meetings, there will
be an opportunity to get it at Set-up on Thursday, April 21. To get into the Plant Sale for free,
you will need the green badge holder AND the 2022 Plant Sale insert. We will have these at the
March and April membership meetings, at set-up, and at the entrance gate of the Plant Sale.
Remember: to get in free you must volunteer and have the green holder and 2022 insert.
Last and most importantly, I would like to remind everyone of the purpose of the plant sale.
Sometimes we can get discouraged and overwhelmed after hours of working on a project if we
are not clear WHY we are doing it. This event is to promote gardening, increase the knowledge
of gardening in our community, support local vendors, and raise money to provide scholarships
for St. Tammany Parish students. I challenge you to consider your personal reasons for being
involved in the St. Tammany Master Gardener Association and for volunteering for the 2022
Plant Sale. What is your why?
I can be contacted at tandermn@gmail.com.
Trish Andermann
Master Gardener
Plant Sale Chair
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St. Tammany Master Gardener Association
2022 Leadership

Board of Directors
President:
Vice-President:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Past President:

Jan Pesses (second term)
Mary Kathryn Villere (second term)
Melanie Edwards ( third term)
Evelyn Nolting (second term)
Suzanne Krieger (second term)

Facilitators (no term limit except as noted)
Audio/Visual:
Mark Flynn
Awards:
Jan Pesses and Sandra Pecoraro
Bylaws:
Art Scott
Donations & Sponsorship:
Adele Nunez
Educational Coordinator:
Lisann Cheaney
Facebook:
Diane Brown
Finance:
Geralyn Suhor
Gardengoer:
Jamie Blazek
Gloves:
Marilyn Bingham
Historical:
TBD
Barbara Moore
Hospitality:
Meeting Setup:
Wes Goostrey
Membership Committee Chair:
Dee Middleton (first term)
Merchandise:
Pam Perret
MG Master Calendar:
Cindy Manger
MoM:
Art Scott
Nominating:
Mimi Padgett
Northshore Garden & Plant Sale:
Trish Andermann (first term)
Parliamentarian:
Mary Ann Brannan
Projects Coordinator:
Dave Maher
Publicity:
Snoann Willett
Scholarship Committee:
Kay Hanson
Webmaster:
Caryn Lang
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St. Tammany Master Gardener Association
2022 Leadership, continued
Educational Coordinator:

Lisann Cheaney

Educational Chairs (no term limit except as noted)
Abita Library:
Sandy Tomaszewski
AgCenter Library:
Kim Burt
Choctaw Gardens:
Isabelle Moore
Covington Farmers Market:
Debra Melancon
Covington Library Project:
Julie Deus
Fall Seminar 2022:
Earlyn Pickering-Jasper
LSU AgCenter Volunteers:
Cindy Manger
Mentoring:
Jenny Graffeo
Safe Haven Community Gardens:
Jamey Hill
Slidell Farmers Market:
Janet Schexnayder
Speakers Bureau:
Darice Breeding
Spring Seminar 2022:
TBD
Table Talks:
Barry Pearce
Vegucators:
Mimi Padgett (second term)
Project Coordinator:

Dave Maher

Project Chairs (no term limit except as noted)
Florida Parishes Juvenile Detention Center:
Fontainebleau Park/Sierra Club:
Habitat for Humanity:
Lacombe Butterfly Garden:
Lang House Gardens:
LSU AgCenter Super Plant Garden:
Northlake Nature Center:
Otis House Rose Garden:
Parenting Center Butterfly/Vegetable Garden:
School Garden Partnerships (Rooting the Future)
Lee Road Elementary:
Marigny Elementary:
Woodlake Elementary:
Slidell Library Garden:
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Christine Foster
Kim Burt
Julie Deus and Jenny Graffeo
Dave Maher and Barbara Moore
Sandy Bezet and Danielle Daigle
Will Afton
Jim Russell
Ann Durel
Janet Jones
Lyn Monteleone
Sue Maguire
TBD
Linda Franzo

Jan Pesses
Master Gardener
STMGA, president

Curcuma Flowers and Bracts

Photo by J Blazek

Photo by J Blazek

Photo by J Blazek

THE GARDENGOER
THE NEWSLETTER OF THE
ST. TAMMANY MASTER GARDENER ASSOCIATION

Jamie Blazek
Master Gardener
Vegucator
Editor, The Gardengoer



Cooperative Extension Service
St. Tammany Parish
1301 N. Florida Street
Covington, LA 70433
Phone: 985-875-2635 (Covington)
Fax: 985-875-2639
www.lsuagcenter.com/mastergardener/
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